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Up Close and So Personal:
The Real People of the Financial Diaries

By Julie Siwicki, U.S. Financial Diaries Field 
Researcher & Research Associate

eather’s face lit up when she told 
me about Thanksgiving. She had 
to work the counter at 7-11 that 
night, so her family celebrated 
over breakfast, indulging in a rare 
sit-down meal together. Food was 
plentiful, prepared using groceries 
bought with food stamps and a 

cache of ingredients that a friend had brought over 
the day before. She and her three kids ate, talked, 
and laughed around the kitchen table for hours. I took 
notes about this story, and then diligently recorded 
every economic transaction Heather* had made since 

our previous interview. Before I left for the day, she 
told me that life is not about all these  “financial things” 
– it’s about the good times you spend with your kids. 

I’ve had a front row seat to the U.S. Financial Diaries 
(USFD) project since 2011, a study that led to the just-
released book The Financial Diaries: How American 
Families Cope in a World of Uncertainty. I joined the 
team to collect data from Midwestern households 
for 18 months, and then stayed on to analyze it from 
families across the country. The study is unique, 
and not only in its ability to see high-frequency cash 
flows: income, spending, borrowing, saving, and gifts 
exchanged with friends and relatives from month to 
month, but also because it shows its respondents 
through a non-financial lens. My fellow field 
researchers and I wrote journal entries about each 
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interview, and we conducted questionnaires delving 
into topics like attitudes and life goals. USFD managed 
to get data on people’s economic behavior alongside 
their other, more human qualities.

In my work as a field researcher, the non-financial 
perspective took precedence. My strongest 
impressions of the families I met were not about their 
income volatility or 
often-empty savings 
accounts. Instead, 
my mind goes to the 
regular bingo night 
invitations I got from 
Laurie or the Crayola 
masterpiece gifted to 
me by Sarah’s 6-year-
old, made as she 
entertained herself 
during one of my 
conversations with her 
mom. Interactions like 
this kept me constantly aware that USFD households 
were not just study participants. I got to know them as 
they knew themselves – as complete people.

Still, I noticed how understanding oneself as more 
than just a balance sheet sometimes led to decisions 
misaligned with what has been traditionally taught 
as financially best. Take Alan, a middle-aged temp 
worker at a shipping warehouse, who once defended 
to me his stance against budgets. He explained that 
he knew he’d come up short at the end of the month 
even if he tried to plan, so he never bothered. Heather 
expressed a similar sentiment when she said,  “I have 
nothing to begin with, so why worry about it?” Those I 
met might have shown more enthusiasm for planning 
if they’d had a buffer to stick to their strategy when 
paychecks were low or surprise expenses popped 
up. But long-term saving was another activity, like 
budgeting, that many of them would rank below living 
their non-financial lives. Alan’s strategy was to scrimp 
where he could, splurge on occasion, and otherwise 
look forward to things that made him feel like less of 
an economic robot: caring for his cats and cooking 
Friday dinners at home with friends.

I’m sure that many of us can relate to the trade-
offs faced by Heather and Alan. For me, at least, 
other parts of life easily receive more attention than 
the financial aspects. I can’t remember the last 
time I actively made a budget for myself, and I feel 
fortunate to earn enough to have a rainy day fund that 
accumulates pretty well on its own. The problem is 
that deep consequences result when certain people 

divert focus from their 
financial well-being 
– those managing on 
too little, or standing 
on too volatile financial 
ground without the 
tools to cope. A world 
of difficulty existed 
beyond Heather’s 
Thanksgiving table, 
for example: that 
spring I watched as 
her family lost running 
water, compelling 

them to haul buckets home from the neighbor’s spigot. 
Meanwhile Alan went for months with a suspicious 
pain in his groin, unable to invest in a doctor’s visit. 
Stories like this give a sense of how much work must 
be done before everyday people in America will feel 
financially secure. 

The families I met carried me through all their lows 
and highs, agreeing to intensive interviews every 
few weeks for over a year. I felt honored to be part of 
their lives, and I take seriously my role as a conduit 
between real life and academic analysis. While our 
final data sets might not fully transmit all I experienced 
with the households, they represent an important 
chance to see our sample and people like them as 
more than the sum of their financial choices. 

 I got to know them as 
they knew themselves –  
as complete people.  

DIG DEEPER

 ✓ Attend Secrets from the Financial Diaries on 
June 14 at 4:15 PM. 

 ✓ Meet co-author Rachel Schneider and get 
a signed copy of her book in the Innovation 
Lounge on June 14, 6:00 PM - 6:45 PM. 

 ✓ Visit emergecfsi.com/2017 to learn about other 
CFSI empathy-building experiences and tools.
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* Heather's name and those of other study participants described here have been 
changed to maintain confidentiality.


